
GWA HISTORY Knowledge Organiser - Topic : Life in Nazi Germany, 1933-39

Timeline Key Words/Terms

1

2
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5

6

1933

1933

1933

1933

1933

1935

Boycott of Jewish shops and businesses

Law for the Encouragement of Marriage passed.

Sterilisation Law passed.

Anti-Semitism

Propaganda

Hatred and persecution of the Jews

Information, often misleading, spread with the intention of

promoting a political cause or point of view.

Gleichschaltung

Indoctrination

Bringing people into identical way of thinking and behaving.
First concentration camp for women opened at Moringen.

First Napola schools set up. Converting people to your ideas using education and

propaganda
Nuremburg Laws passed [formalized racial laws such as

removing citizenship from German Jews] Aryan Nazi term for a non-Jewish German, someone of supposedly

‘pure’ German stock.
7 1935

1936

1938

1938

1938

1939

1939

Conscription introduced.

Concentration

camp

Prison for political prisoners and enemies of the state who

are placed there without trial.8 Membership of the Hitler Youth made compulsory.

Jewish children banned from German schools.

Lebensborn programme introduced.

9 Euthanasia Bringing death to relieve suffering. The Nazis interpreted this

as killing anyone who was of no further use to the state e.g.

disabled.10

11

12

13

Kristallnacht [night of broken glass] – waves of attacks on Jews.

Euthanasia campaign began.

Kinder, kuche,

kirche

Children, kitchen, church. The three ‘Ks’ women were

supposed to follow.

Ghetto A densely populated area of a city inhabited by a particular

ethnic group, such as Jews.Designated Jewish ghettos established.

Gypsy A race of people found across Europe who travel rather than

living in one place.
Key words / terms

Volksgemeinschaft

Herrenvolk

The people’s community. This was the Nazi idea of a

community based upon the German race.
German Labour

Front (DAF)

Nazi replacement for Trade Unions with aim of controlling

German workers.

Hitler Youth Organisation set up to convert the young to Nazi ideas.Master race. The idea that ‘pure’ Germans were

superior to other races such as Jews. Nazi Teachers

League

Organisation set up to control teachers and what they

taught.

Reich Labour Service Scheme to provide young men with manual labour

jobs. Compulsory for all men 18-25 to serve 6

months.

Strength through

Joy movement

(KdF)

Organisation set up to improve leisure time of German

workers.

League of German

Maidens

Organisation set up to prepare teenage girls for Nazi

ideas of a woman’s role.
Napola Schools Special schools to train future leaders of the state.


